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SYNOPSIS 

A new method is introduced for the simulation by computer of the flow of liquid underground. The method has 
application in simulating, for example, liquid withdrawal systems, injection systems or injection-well systems. 
The computer simulation of liquid flow permits the utilization of the known properties of the rock in developing 
a model of the permeable rock: mass. 

TIle flow properties of the rock at a specific site arc generated statistically using a random number generator. 
After defining in this manner the rock properties of each element in the computer grid, the streamlines or flow 
paths of the liquid are traced using the new method. The simulation is designed especially for computers. 
The meandering character of the liquids paths is displayed clearly as the fluid moves underground, thus providing 
the technical information required for the control of the movement of liquid. 

INTRODUCTION 

The petroleum industry in its search for improved oil 
recovery processes, has turned to computerized simulation. 
The decrease in the oil reserves in the United States has 
provided a great impetllS for maximizing oil recovery. Many 
previollsly depleted or abandoned oil reservoirs are being 
reinvestigated for means of obtaining additional oil. One of 
the most efficient methods for obtaining additional oil is to 
inject a liquid for driving or pushing trapped or heavy oil 
to a nearby well. The well positions or patterns in which the 
injection and production wells should be located have a major 
effect upon the area swept underground or the efficiency of 
the recovery process. In the past, optimum well locations were 
determined by the use of analogs and scaled physical models. 

Recently, models have been developed that can be used to 
simulate some of the well-known patterns (five-spot, staggered
line, direct-line) but are limited in their real time efficiency 
(pitts, et al, 1970). It was this limitation that forced the present 
authors to seek a more suitable model for studying the sweep 
efficiencies of these different well patterns upon reservoirs of 
known geological strata. 

TIle first analytical results for calculating sweep efficiencies 
of different patterns were presented by Muskat (1957). These 
areal sweep efficiencies represent the area swept at break
through in water-flooding or fluid-displacement patterns for 
the case of uniform homogcneous media. This is an 
unrealistic idealization of underground conditions. It is well 
known that petroleum reservoirs are quite heterogeneous. 
Actual core analyses show that rock permeabilities may differ 
greatly from foot to foot in an oil reservoir. Most work has 
been performed for uniform homogeneous media. (See 
Aronofsky (1952), Cheek, et a/ (1955), Nobles, et al (1958) 
and Burton, et at (1956).) 

It is known that in a heterogeneous reservoir the fluid will 
tend to by-pass the tight zones and that it will flow more 
easily in the regions of high permeability. Howevcr, the full 
extent of the effect of this meandering through the reservoir 
has not been determined in a quantitative manner. 

In making this study it was assumed that a secondary
recovery well pattern, such as a five-spot pattern, direct-line 
drive square or staggered.line drive pattel'll, could be 
represented statistically by a matrix of several hundred rock 
blocks in the model. Each block would have a different 
permeability. The permeabilities themselves are picked from a 
distribution curve which is generated from an actual core 
analysis. Each block in the pattern would constitute one entry 
from a particular permeability distribution curve. It is 
realized, of course, that these blocks could be distributed 
differently in the reservoir. For this reason a random number 
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generator was used to vary the position of these blocks in the 
flooding pattern. In the usual case 400 blocks were considered 
to make up the pattern, corresponding to a 20 x 20 integration 
grid. 

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The differential equation governing the flow of incompressible 
fluid in non-homogeneous isotropic media is 

'('p) ,(,p) ox k ox + ay k ay + q(x,y) = 0, ... . .. (1) 

where p and k denote pressure and permeability, respectively, 
and q(x,y) represents some fluid added or withdrawn at point 
x,y. The permeability is assumed to be a function of the 
co-ordinates. 

Usually, practical solutions of (1) are obtained by replacing 
differential coefficients by finite differences. For example, 

where the notations, 

Px == p(x + .6.x ,y) kz = k(x + i6.x,Y), 

are used. 

.(2) 

Assuming that ll.x = ll.y, the equation (1) can now be 
expressed as 

kxPx + "-xP-x + k vPv + L YP-1I + q(x,Y) 
= (k,., + L x + k" + k_lI)p 

which can be solved explicitly for p. 

.... (3) 

k 41z + k-xp-z + k llPII + k-IIP-1I +q(x,y) 
P = kz+k z + kv+ k 1/ ••• (4) 

Once the pressure distribution for the entire grid has been 
calculated, the fluid movement may be determined. The patll 
of a fluid 'particle' can be determined by computing the 
x and y components of velocity Vx and VII' at each grid 
intersection, for example, 

k !;p ', - - -J!.g,.6.x· 
.(5) 

Here, p.. and </> are the viscosity and porosity, respectively. 
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The velocity of any particle of fluid may be determined by 
bi-linear interpolation belween ve10citics at four surrounding 
points. The new x,y position of the particle is then 

X~6t = XI + Yz h.t, Yt+At = Yt + Yv 6.t, .(6) 

where the maximum usable time increment, 6.t, is limited by 
the maximum velocity or distance permitted for a particular 
point. 

Tills calculation can become very timeoeonsuming if a large 
grid is simulated on a computer by tbis method. The problems 
are magnirted when there is a large permeability difference 
between contiguous poinlS. 

The computerized particle velocity tracking method may 
be u~ with a small/'lI so lhal point movement is restricted 
within a block of one permeability. However, when the particle 
traverses a boundary into a block haVing a very different 
permeability, the velocity is very different and the traversed 
distance becomes subject to judgment OD what to use for 
k, 6.p and h.t. No choice can be defended soundly; this is a 
matter of judgment and compromise. 

A DeW method for calculating streamlines directly is 
proposed next. Recalling the Bow equation: 

.... . ... (1) 

where oil is a constant, A and IlL denote area and change in 
length, respectively. Referring now to Fig. 1, for steady-state 
incompressible flow there is a constant, at present unknown, 
rate q flowing between two points such as S Q and SI. The 
pressure change must be equal to zero round some point So 
so that : 

A qlA q'J A q.,. 
QPl .. - k ' UP'J = -k ' ... QPn "" -k c 1 c 't C • 

.... .. (8) 

These rates can be put in terms of stream functions as follo~: 

So -S1 = qltSQ - Ss - q't ,. ,. ,So - S,. - q1l .. (9) 

Tile sun1 of the pressure drops about a point is zero, that is, 

4 Sa-So So-82 SO - SI S4-So 
L 6.P, = O""+--- - - - --+--

I - I ka ks kl k4 
.•. ...... (10) 

The slream1ine value at point So is then: 

[
Ss Sz Sl S4J [1 1 1 1J 

SO " ks + kz + kl + k4 -7- ka + ks + kl + k.t 
•...... (11) 

The resulting value determined at each grid intCJredioo 
in the system tben becomes tlte slream function value at that 
poiut. These values may then be plotted to show the 
streamlines or paths of particles of Buid gOing from one input 
well to an output well. 

MODEL APPLICATION 

Equation (11) was programmed in FORTRAN IV for the 
IBM 360-65. FORTRAN was selected for lhe language of llle 
simulalor primacily because of its applicability to scientific 
equations. 

The new model concept was evolved over a period of 
several weeks of research and study of now simulation 
methods. The actual programmi.ng of the model can be done 
in less than a day. For the average simulation requiring the 
solulion of 400 simultaneous equations the program requires 
approximately 150 K bytes and less than one minute 
execution time per pattern studied. The technique used for 
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the solution of these simullllOeOUS equations was described 
re<:ently by Pit ts,. et af (1910). 

The new simulation model was applied to three weU-known 
reservoir patterns: five-spot, direct-line drive (square) and 
staggered-line drive patterns. Each pattern was simulated with 
three different rock permeability ranges. The ranges were 

(0 lOO to 50 md, 
(ii) 100 to 1.0 md, and 

(Hi) 100 to 0.1 md. 

1bese distributions were used along with a random process 
10 distribute the permeabililies through a 20 X 20 matrix 
yielding a 400-bJock system. 

Fig. J. A badc elemel/I 0/ jib ... 10 illustrate thal the olgebraic sum 0/ JI" 
preS.!/ITe differences about a poil/t is zero. 

Each permeability distribution was obtained from the 
actual core data found in Table r. The simulated heterogeneous 
rock matrix can then be formed by picking permeability 
values from these tables or preferably from a plot of the dala 
uslna: a random-number process. 

An example of these randomly-chosen contiguous per
meability blocks is shown in T able U. The rock penneabilities 
ranged from lOO 10 0.1 millidarcys. The new simulation model 
was then applied to each pattern over each range a llowing 
area! sweep calculations 10 be made and tabulated. 

TABLE I 

I'BRCENTAGE OF ROCK SAMPLES lI AVINO PERMEABILITIES SHOWN 

Permeability or 
classmark 

(millillarcys) 

0.1 
0.' 
3.4 

19.2 
28.0 
41.3 
59.0 
72.0 
83.0 
99.0 

Sample class 
% 

• 3 
7 
5 

12 
26 

I 
14 
3 

20 

Cumulative 
% 

• 12 
19 
24 
36 
62 
63 
77 
80 

lOO 



TABLE 11 

~'lMULATllD EFFECllVE ROCK-PERMEABIUIY DISTRIDUTION FOR AN 
UNDERGROUND FLOW SYSTEM 

Permeability range 0.1 to 100 md. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 39. 2.3 3.2 2.6 41. 31. 30. 83. 0 
0 62. 19. 18. 2.1 32. 97. 93. 39. 0 
0 .70 59. 1.5 35. 4.7 32. 90. 3.' 0 
0 98. . " 69 . 88. 92. 8.' 90. 26. 0 
0 91. 61. 93. 24. 87. 87. 1.4 98. 0 
0 32. 35. 37. 33. 66. .13 .10 .92. 0 
0 97. 88. 91. 71. 69. .I, .88 .175 0 
0 71. .49 .96 41. 38. 86. 18. 83. 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIVE-SPOT WELL-LOCATION PATTERN 

Table I shows a rock permeability distribution ranging from 
100 to 0.1 md. From a mathematical standpoint it is quite 
easy to change the 'Y' scale on Table I so that the minimum 
rock permeability is 50 md and to keep the distribution curve 
the same. This means that all the block permeabilities would 
range between 100 and 50 md. This would result in a fairly 
uniform reservoir. 

Figure 2 shows the streamlines or particle paths for the 
five-spot pattern when the rock permeability ranged between 
100 and 50 md. The ratio between the highest to lowest 
permeability was two. The sweep efficiency for this pattern 
was found to be 68 per cent. The sweep efficiency is the 
percentage of the total area swept when the first drop of 
injected fluid breaks through the producing well. This is 
somewhat lower than the 72 per cent sweep efficiency to be 
expected for the uniform homogeneous five-spot pattern, 
Muskat (1957). 

Fig. 2. Computed streamlines for a quadrant of a jive-spot pattern 
permeability range (50 to 100 md). 

Figure 3 shows the fluid paths or streamlines for the five
spot pattern when the rock permeability ranged between 
100 and 0.1 md. The fluid streamlines or paths for 
heterogeneous rock were found to be greatly different than 
those for the homogeneous or near-homogeneous system. 
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Note that a fluid particle does not go directly across from the 
input to an output well as does a fluid particle for the 
homogeneous case. The large areas between fluid traces 
found near the central part are regions oflow rock permeability. 

Fig. 3. Computed streamlines for a quadrant of ajive-spot pattern
permeability range (0.1 to 100 md). 

The convergence of fluid paths in the central area is indicative 
of a region of high rock permeability. The sweep efficiency for 
this heterogeneous pattern was nearly 25 per cent. It is 
possible to have the same exact block permeabilities, but 
rearranged so that they appear in a different location of the 
pattern. This was done several times and the area! sweeps 
ranged from 21 to 28 per cent. This is shown in Table Ill. 

Study 
number 

I 
2 
3 
4 , 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
I' 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

TABLE III 

PERCENTAGE AREAL SWEEPS 

Permeability range-md. 

SO-lOO 1.0--100 0.1-100 

Five-spot pattern 
66 " 28 
70 54 21 
68 " 26 
68 56 24 
69 " 23 

Direct-line drive (square pattern) 
55 48 38 
56 46 34 
54 44 37 
57 47 36 
55 45 37 

Direct-Hnc drive (d/a = 2) 
75 68 44 
73 64 41 
72 69 39 
75 62 46 
74 65 45 

Staggered-line drive (d/a _ 1.0) 
78 67 26 
76 64 28 
75 62 24 
77 66 25 
76 65 23 



Table III shows a summary of the data on the range of sweep 
efflciencies achieved for various rock permeability ratio!. 
When the rock permeability ratio (highest to lowest) was two, 
the sweep efficiencies ranged between 66 and 70 per cent for 
five differeDt studies. When the rock permeability ratio was 
100 to I, lhesweep efficieucy was between 52 and 58 per ccnt. 
ror a rock permeability ratio o r 1000 to 1, that is, the 
actual permcabilities nlIlged between 100 and 0.1 md, the 
arca\ sweep efficiencies were between 21 and 28 per cent. 

DIRECT-LINE DRIVE WELL PATTERN 

Figure 4 shows the flu id streamlines for the direct-line drive 
pattern for a rock permeability range of 100 to 0.1 millidarcys. 
The resulting flu id streamlines are distorted considerably 
as can be seen in Fig. 4. The spread and convergence of too 
fluid streamlines in various areas will be noted. This is because 
of tbe low- and high-permeability blocks located within the 
matrix. (See Table 1H for the sweep efficiencies for different 
studies.) 

Recalling the sweep efficieocic! for the three permeability 
ranges for the five-spot pattern, it is noted lltal in general lhe 
direct-line areal sweeps are smaller for two of the three ranges. 
The average sweep for the 100 to 50 md range is 55 per cent, 
46 per cent for the 100 to 1.0 md range, and approximately 
36 per cent for the lOO to 0.1 md range. The direct-line drive 
pattern appears to be less affected by the larger heterogeneity 
rnoges than the fiv~spot pattern. This is reflected in the larger 
sweep efficiencies of 36 per cent as compared with a 
25 per cent sweep for the live-spot pattern. However, for 
nearly homogeneous pattems. the (ivwpot sweeps are 
definitely superior. 

STAGGERED-LiNE DRIVE WELL PATTERN 

Figure 5 illustrates the paths generated by a staggcred-line 
drive pattern over a conductivity range of 100 to 50 milli
darcys. This small range is responsible for the almost 
synunclrical streanilines. As already illustrated in the other 
patterns, the larger permeability range, as seell in Fig. 6, 
generates very asynunetrical fluid paths reflecting the tight 
and penneable rones that had been distributed randomly. 

Table III shows the sweep efficiencies for tbe staggered-liue 
drive over the three permeability rangcs. Muskat's (1957) 
analytically calculated sweep efficiency was near 77 per cent 
for the homogeneous case. The average area] sweep for the 
100 to 50 md range was 76 per cent, 65 per cent for tho 
lOO to 1.0 md range, and 26 per cent s~p for the 100 to 0.1 
md range. The two smaller ranges resulted in a larger sweep 
efficiency for the staggered-line drive thau the five-spot or 
direct-line drive patterns. However, for the wide permeability 
range of 100 to 0.1 md, about the same areaJ sweep was 
obtaioed for the staggered-line drive and the fivc-spot patterns, 
bUI both gave smaller sweeps than did Ibe direct-line drive 
square pattern. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Calculations using the new simulation model for testing 
efficicncies of different well patterns on oil recovery has led to 
the (allowing conclusions: 

(;) Th, ~w modo! p<o, ;d~ a fa.ly .... ';" k d=;p,;on of 
the heterogeneity characteristics of real rock systems. 

(ii) The new model provides a realistic set of meandcring 
streamlines or fluid traces which results in lower areal 
sweep cfficieucies than those obtained for homogeneous 
media. 

2112 

Fig. 4. Computed streamlines for Q direct line-drlve pattt ffl 
permeobifily rQlIge (0.1 to l OO /lid). 

(iii) The heterogeneous staggered-line drive produced sur
prisingly low sweep efficiencies due to thc fact that two 
wells were available for early injecled fluid breakthrough. 

(iv) The direct-Jjoe drive well-location system which is 
normally considered to have a sweep efficiency inferior 
to both the five-spot and stasge.rcd-lioe drive well 
systems, WItS proved to be superior to both for very 
heterogeneous rock systems. 

(v) The new model can be programmed in less than a day, 
yet it permits the study of very largc underground flow 
networks. 



The new method of simulation provides a useful tool in 
deciding if a novel fluid displacement recovery method can 
be used effectively for a specific geological stratum and 
which well pattern is most effective for that process and 
geological condition. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The new method should be expanded to three-dimensional 
possibilities and to allow for the inclusion of gravity and 
capillary effects. Gravity and capillary effects may be included 
by rewriting equation (7) to include these terms. 

This method has genuine ecological potential for studying 
the flow of fluids in our heterogeneous underground environ
ment. 

Fig. 5. Computed streamlines for a staggered line drive pattern -
permeability range (50 to 100 md). 
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Fig. 6. Computed streamlines for a .~taggered line drive pattern -
permeability range (0.1 to 100 md). 
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